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The Inside of Black Holes

Wormholes and Time machines



What is inside black holes?

First, tentative answer (1939): calculation of the implosion of a
perfectly spherical star by Oppenheimer & Sneider.

Their equations implied that, after creating a horizon around
itself, the star continues to implode inexorably to infinite
density and zero volume, whereupon creating a spacetime
singularity.   This is a region where the curvature of space
becomes infinitely large.  Since tidal gravity is a manifestation
of spacetime curvature, a singularity is also a region where
gravity stretches all objects infinitely along some direction,
and squeezes them infinitely along other directions.

The singularity predicted by the Oppenheimer-Sneider solution 
has the same form as the Earth or Moon’s: it stretches all objects
radially from itself and stretches them transversally.      



A poor astronaut approaching a singularity of the Oppenheimer
-Sneider type 

[Image from Thorne’s “Black holes and time warps”]



Criticism to the Oppenheimer-Sneider solution: it’s too idealized
(and therefore unrealistic).

Image from Thorne’s “Black holes and time warps”]



Khalatnikov & Lifshitz (1961): a singularity can only be obtained
for a perfectly spherical star implosion and not for a real, bumpy
and asymmetric star.
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Roger Penrose and the introduction of
Topology in General Relativity

HORIZON-SINGULARITY THEOREM
ANY solution to the Einstein’s field equations
that involve the formation of a horizon also
involves the formation of a singularity. 
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BKL singularity (mixmaster)
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Belinsky, Khalatnikov & Lifshitz (1964) realize that a stable, singular
solution can be found no matter how asymmetric the star is.
In the BKL solution, curvature inside the horizon oscillate in space
and time increasing in strength as the singularity is approached.



Examples of
QUANTUM
FOAM 
inside BHs
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Inside Black holes: quantum mechanics changes the character of the
solution: the spacetime singularity becomes a probabilistic froth of
space…. still subject of studies and speculations….



Roger Penrose is unable
to find a solution where
an object collapses and
forms a singularity 
without an horizon

COSMIC CENSORSHIP CONJECTURE

Will we ever be able to directly probe
the singularity?

No imploding object can ever form a naked singularity



Bet between Hawking, Preskill and Thorne on the correctness
of Penrose’s cosmic censorship conjecture



WORMHOLE as shortcut
• Travel through hyperspace

is like travel through
middle of Earth vs. travel
along surface

• Could travel long distances
in short time without
violating speed limit



Wormhole production…. and destruction….

[Image from Thorne’s “Black holes and time warps”]



Wormhole creation
[Image by A. Hamilton] 



Stabilize a wormhole with EXOTIC MATTER

[Image from Thorne’s “Black holes and time warps”]

Exotic matter has negative energy density; from a gravitational point
of view it has opposite behavior to that of “normal” matter.
Vacuum fluctuations are an example of exotic matter.



[This and next six slides courtesy of D. Watson]















Use wormholes to make TIME MACHINES

[Image from Thorne’s “Black holes and time warps”]

One mouth of the wormhole is kept stationary while the other travels
out and back at velocity close to that of light.  Less time has elapsed
for the traveling mouth than for the stationary one. Since the two 
mouths are connected through a wormhole, it is in principle possible
to travel back and forth in time.    



THE CHRONOLOGY CONJECTURE

The laws of physics
do not allow Time
Machines

“…. to keep the world safe for historians”

Time machines: are they a reality??

S. Hawking



TIME MACHINES


